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Bagdad Railway—was it possible to continue successful
negotiations; in this less difficult field of economic imperial-
ism mutually satisfactory agreements were gradually worked
out, and were complete for signature on the eve of the
World War.178 Thus, the Haldane Mission, like the Pots-
dam negotiations with Russia in 1910, resulted in removing
some causes of friction, but they both failed in one of their
main objects—the securing of some written agreement
which would lessen Germany's political isolation and loosen
the bonds of the Triple Entente.
THE   TIGHTENING  OF  THE  TRIPLE  ENTENTE,   1912
Germany's overthrow of M. Delcasse in 1905, and her
sudden sending of the Panther to Agadir, were regarded
by the French as "brutal acts"—as exhibitions of the Ger-
man habit of thumping the green table with the mailed fist
to secure diplomatic victories. On both occasions they had
been frightened by what they feared were German threats
of war if they did not yield. In both cases therefore they
had been forced to make what they felt to be humiliating
concessions, because they were not prepared to take up
the German challenge. Or as M. Poincare puts it: "Ger-
many's policy continued to be dominated by the.arrogant
spirit which since the war of 1870 had led to the Franco-
German incidents of 1875 and 1887, and which between
1905 and 1911 had constantly poisoned affairs in Morocco.
After the insult of Tangiers came the threat of Agadir.
Instead of being stung into action by these repeated provo-
cations, France, in her desire for peace/'179 agreed to the
Algeciras Conference, and to territorial concessions in the
Congo in exchange for liberty of action in Morocco. These
acts of Germany, as well as her ultimatum to Russia in the
Bosnian Crisis and the Kaiser's bellicose gestures, had
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